Needles are among the most widely used medical devices, and their placement accuracy significantly affects the effectiveness of a treatment and the success or precision of a diagnosis. Vibration-assisted needle insertion is a dynamic insertion technique which can improve needle insertion accuracy by reducing the insertion force. This paper presents the vibration analysis of a novel compliant needle design for vibration-assisted insertion in medical applications. The needle design is featured by its 4-bevel needle tip and micro-slots on the needle shaft. Harmonic analysis was applied to reveal the relationship between slot location and transverse vibration amplitude, and an empirical method was developed to determine the slot locations which lead to maximum and minimum transverse amplitudes. The results were evaluated and validated by actual amplitude measurement of selected needle prototypes. Insertion experiment into tissue phantom was then conducted using these prototypes to investigate how transverse vibration amplitude affect insertion force. It was found that adding transverses vibration of small amplitude to axial vibration had the best outcome. This paper provides useful practical guidelines for design and optimization of needles for vibration-assisted insertion in medical applications and for improvement of insertion accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Needles are among the most widely used medical devices, and they serve in a wide variety of percutaneous procedures, from ordinary ones like blood sampling, regional anesthesia and drug delivery to complicated ones like tissue biopsy and brachytherapy [3] . The effectiveness of a treatment and the success or precision of a diagnosis is highly dependent on the accuracy of percutaneous insertion [12] . In procedures such as biopsy (for prostate, kidney, breast and liver), brachytherapy and anesthetic, placement accuracy of millimeters is required while in brain, fetus, eye and ear procedures placement accuracy of sub-millimeter is desirable. Furthermore, the target might be in the millimeter neighborhood of another organ, vessel or nerve. Therefore, extra caution is required to avoid any damage or spread of a disease which in turn may lead to subsequent complications.
Clinical studies have revealed that common factors that contribute to needle misplacement in percutaneous procedures include human errors [20] , imaging limitations [3] , target uncertainty [11] , tissue deformation and needle deflection [1, 2] . Among these factors, tissue deformation and needle bending are directly related to the forces experienced by the needle during the insertion procedure in a proportional manner [25] . Accordingly, a practical approach to reduce needle placement errors is to reduce the insertion force [15] . Low insertion force also results in less pain, trauma and edema to the patients, which increases procedures efficacy and allows for shorter recovery time [4, 18] .
According to DiMaio and Salcudean [12, 13] , the insertion force comprised of two major components: a uniform axial friction force between the needle and the tissue along the shaft, and a force peak of cutting at the needle tip. To date, researchers have explored a variety of methods to reduce the insertion force. Modeling, optimization and innovation of needle geometries (rake angle, inclination angle, diameter, etc.) were conducted to reduce the tip force [22, 26] , while special treatments of needle surface [14, 25] were demonstrated to be helpful for reducing the friction. Some researchers also tried to optimize insertion process via velocity control and trajectory selection, etc. [5, 17, 27] .
Among all these methods, vibration-assisted needle insertion is a dynamic insertion technique where low-amplitude high-frequency vibration is applied to a needle in addition to the main insertion motion. It has been demonstrated by researchers that it not only reduces the tissue cutting force at the needle tip, but also reduces the friction between needle shaft and tissue under certain conditions [7, 16, 17, 19, 24] . A common limitation in the above research is that the dynamics of the vibrating needles was not studied, or at least not systematically. As a result, there is no guarantee has the applied vibration frequency has the best match with the needle. For example, the needle may have a length that can result in limited vibration amplitude at the tip under the applied frequency. Although sometimes the vibration amplitude at the needle tip were measured using optical or other methods, it seems not be able to provide direct guidance on how to fine-tune the amplitude if needed by the application requirements, given the limited number of tested needles. A systematic study is therefore needed for the dynamics of the needle vibration, so that the tip vibration mode of a needle can be determined, controlled and fine-tuned to optimal for different insertion situations, e.g. insertion into muscle tissue and skin. Another limitation is that only needles with ordinary tip geometries were tested and only axial or transverse vibration was applied. It still remains to be seen whether new needle tip design exists to better take advantage of vibration and whether a combination of axial and transverse vibration can further benefit. The potentials of vibratory insertion have not yet been fully explored in terms of needle geometry and vibration mode. This paper aims at investigating two questions: (1) how geometric design parameters of a needle affect the vibration mode at the needle tip and (2) how the vibration mode at the needle tip affects the insertion performance in terms of insertion force. For the first question, harmonic analysis based on finite element analysis is used upon needles with different geometric design parameters, and an empirical method is proposed to improve the search efficiency of maximum and minimum transverse amplitudes. For the second question, vibration-assisted insertion experiment into tissue phantom is conducted using needle prototypes with different tip vibration modes.
NOVEL COMPLIANT NEEDLE FOR VIBRATION-ASSISTED INSERTION
In the earlier work of the authors presented in [9] , an new needle geometric design for vibrationassisted needles were developed for medical treatments. Fig. 1(a) shows the design of the medical needle for vibratory insertion. The needle tip is featured by the 4 bevels forming the needle tip and a micro slot on the shaft. The bevels are symmetrically distributed to form a spear shape. Among the four edges formed by the four bevels, the two associated the sharp corners of the spear shape are the main cutting edges during needle insertion. The micro slot, where lies the major novelty of the proposed design, aims at modifying the stiffness symmetry of the needle and thus the frequency response. The slot is cut along the X axis direction, so the main cutting edges is to vibrate more easily along X direction than Y direction. This design enables the main cutting edges to vibrate with high speed along both the Z and the X direction under axial stimulation at the base to perform micro tissue cutting, which will be beneficial to reduce the axial insertion force. An illustrative picture is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The slot parameters include the number of slots, slot locations, depths and widths. It should be pointed out that the proposed needle is solid, so it can't be used like common hollow percutaneous needles for syringe injection. Instead, it will be used as the stylet section of the stylet/cannula combination widely used in biopsy and brachytherapy needles and trocars.
Needle prototypes of the proposed design were fabricated using micro-EDM with different slot parameters, and they were used to conduct several different experiments. When a piezoelectric actuator with a highest frequency of 1500 Hz was used, the insertion force tended to be even higher than when no vibration was applied [8] . However, when an ultrasonic vibrator with a working frequency of 20 kHz was used, the insertion force could be significantly lower than when no vibration or only axial vibration was applied, depending on the location of slots and the resultant tip vibration modes [9] .
The preliminary results showed the potentials of the proposed design, and indicated the necessity for more experiments. Meanwhile, a systematic study of needle vibration dynamics is needed to find out the tip vibration mode of a needle with specific slot parameters under given vibration parameters. It will help to identify slot parameters which result in tip vibration modes to be tested in future insertion experiments, instead of testing needles with randomly assigned slot parameters. For example, it is possible to prepare a set of needles with similar axial vibration amplitudes but increasing transverse amplitudes by manipulating the slot parameters, so that the effect of transverse vibration can be clearly studied and the experiment is in a more controlled manner. As can be imagined, the optimal tip vibration mode for insertion into soft tissue is likely to be different from that into tough tissue like skin. A study of vibration dynamics can also determine the corresponding slot parameters if a specific tip vibration mode is needed for the given application. A dynamics study of the vibrating compliant needles based on harmonic analysis is therefore presented in the next section.
VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF COMPLIANT NEEDLES

Harmonic Analysis
Fig . 2 shows the schematic of the ultrasonic vibration-assisted insertion device, which is adapted from typical ultrasonic welding machines. The boundary conditions of the needle are modeled as free-free where each end of the needle is free to move. Other researchers have also used free-free boundary conditions in modeling ultrasonic machining tools [23] . For a homogeneous rod subjected to free vibration, the system is considered as a continuous system in which the beam mass is distributed along with the stiffness of the shaft. The equation of longitudinal wave propagation can be written as [21] 
where E is the Young's modulus of the material, A(x) is the cross-sectional area of the needle at a given position x from the base, is the density of the needle material, is the axial resonant frequency of the needle, and U(x) is the axial displacement of the needle at a given position x. The corresponding boundary conditions for Eqn. To study the effects of shaft slots on vibration modes, we began with the situation of one slot. According to the earlier work of the authors [10] , slot width had limited influence on tip vibration amplitude, while slot depth had a great impact on tip vibration but also on needle strength. Moreover, the slot depth was difficult to precisely control due to the small slot size and circular cross-session of the needle. Out of the considerations of needle strength and ease of control during needle fabrication, slot location is focused on in this paper. The CAD models of 13 needles, namely N4 to N16, with one slot were built in SolidWorks where the distance between the tip and the slot changed from 4 mm to 16 mm with an interval of 1 mm. The results of needles with larger slot-tip distances were not listed because transverse vibration was only needed at the region close to needle tip, and a slot distant from the tip will increase the tendency of needle buckling. The slot width W was 100 , and the slot depth was 0.6D, where D was the needle diameter being 1.27 mm (Gauge 18). For meshing of CAD models, the maximum element size was set to be 0.5 mm, the minimum was 0.05 mm. The minimum number of elements in a circle was 8, and the element size growth ratio was 1.5. The resultant number of nodes was 23987, and the number of elements was 14719. The maximum Jacobian Ratio was 3.47, the maximum aspect ratio of the elements was 4.43, and 99.5% of the elements had an aspect ratio lower than 3. All these parameters were under suitable ranges. Harmonic analysis was conducted to individual needle using an axial excitement with a peak-peak amplitude of 12.5 applied at the bottom of each needle between the frequencies of 38 kHz and 42 kHz. This amplitude range was based on the capability of the available vibration device. As illustration, the deformation results of N7 as its displacements in the three directions at 40 kHz can be seen in Fig. 3 . For all the 13 needles, the X (transverse) and Z (axial) direction displacement of the needle tip were recorded. The displacement in the Y direction was at the magnitude of 10 -1 and thus not recorded. Fig. 4 shows the results of X and Z displacement at the needle tip of N4 to N16 at 40 kHz. The Z displacements stay slightly higher than the excitation amplitude of 12.5 among all the needles. This should be because the slot enabled the front section of a needle to perform more movement in the axial direction. It is interesting to notice that the X displacement changes in a period-like manner as the slot location changed from 4 mm to 16 mm. It reaches the peak value of 15.86 in N12, and valley values in N6 and N14. It is anticipated that another peak will appear after N16. It should be noticed that the peak value does not occur in the exact middle of two valleys, i.e. somewhere near N10. The harmonic analysis also provided stress information on the needles. It was found that the maximum stress on a needle occurred at the bottom of the slot, and a larger transverse displacement at the needle tip was associated with a larger value of maximum stress. Accordingly, N12 had the largest value of maximum stress among all the needles which was 166 MPa. Although this was below the yield strength of 304 stainless steel which is 215 MPa, fatigue analysis and optimization should be conducted in the future due to the cyclic loading.
An Empirical Method for Amplitude Prediction
While harmonic analysis provides a useful method to find out the relationship between the slot location and the resultant transverse and axial vibration amplitude, it will be desirable to directly predict when a peak or valley value of X amplitude will occur without conducting harmonic analysis in a trial-anderror manner. In this section, an empirical method using equations from vibration theories is developed based on the observation of the mode shapes when a peak or valley value of X amplitude will occur.
For a cantilever beam subjected to free vibration, the equation of transverse motion can be written as [ 
where E is the Young's modulus of the material, I(x) is the area moment of inertia of the needle cross section at a given position x, A(x) is the cross-sectional area of the needle at a given position x, is the density of the needle material, is the transverse resonant frequency of the needle, and Y(x) is the transverse displacement of the needle at a given position x. I(x) is given as 4 64 ⁄ , where d is the diameter of the needle. With the setup shown in Fig. 2 , since the diameter of the horn is significantly larger than that of the needle, the needle can be considered fixed at the base and free to move at the end like a cantilever beam. The corresponding fixed-free boundary conditions for Eqn. To find out how the X displacement changes along with the slot location, the mode shape of N12 at 40 kHz is presented in Fig. 5(a) , where the first peak value occurs as the slot location changes. It is observed that the needle can be divided into two sections in this mode shape. The section between the needle tip and the slot is in the rigid body mode which does not deform, while the section between the needle base and the slot is close to the 7 th transverse bending mode under fixed-free boundary condition. By making = 40 kHz and i =7 in Eqn. (3.4), it is found the corresponding needle length at resonance is 50.7 mm. This matches the distance between the needle base and the slot in N12 used in harmonic analysis, which is 48.9 mm by subtracting 12 mm from 60.9 mm. The peak value in N12 can be considered to mainly result from the large deformation at the end of the base section under fixed-free transverse vibration resonance.
To find out when valley values occur, the mode shape of N6 at 40 kHz is presented in Fig. 5(b) . It is found that the needle can also be divided into two sections in this mode shape. The section between the needle tip and the slot is in the rigid body mode which does not deform, while the section between the needle base and the slot is close to the 7th transverse bending mode under fixed-simple boundary condition. By making = 40 kHz and i = 7 in Eqn. (3.5) it is found the corresponding needle length at resonance is 56.5 mm. This matches the distance between the needle base and the slot in N6, which is 54.9 mm. The valley value in N6 can be considered to mainly result from the small deformation at the end of the base section under fixed-simple transverse vibration resonance. Similarly, by making = 40 kHz and i = 6 in Eqn. (3.5), it is found the corresponding needle length at resonance is 48.6 mm. This matches the distance between the needle base and the slot in N14, which is 46.9 mm. Fig. 5(c) shows the mode shape of N14 at 40 kHz. The base section is close to the 6th transverse bending mode under fixed-simple boundary condition as predicted. The above method can be implemented more conveniently with Fig. 6 , which shows the relationship between resonant length and resonant frequency under free-free axial vibration and fixed-free transverse bending vibration. The red dotted curve on the upper right is based on Eqn. (3.2) when i = 1, while other continuous curves are based on Eqn. (3.4) when i changes from 1 to 12. For example, if the working frequency is 40 kHz, by drawing a horizontal line and make it intersect with the red dotted curve, the needle length can be obtained as 60.9 mm (Point A). The same horizontal line also intersects with the 7th transverse curve at the length of 50.7 mm (Point B). According to the proposed empirical method, the first peak in X displacement will occur when the distance between the needle tip and slot is around 10.2 mm by subtracting 50.7 mm from 60.9 mm. This distance corresponds to somewhere between N10 and N11 and close to N12. The empirical method presented above provides a convenient way to estimate the corresponding distance between the needle base and the slot when peak and valley X displacements occur. Tab. 1 summaries the results for both 20 kHz and 40 kHz situations with 1 mm slot location intervals. It can be seen that as the needle length in 40 kHz becomes only half of that in 20 kHz, the relative error increases as a shorter needle tends to be more sensitive to the location of the slot. The minor difference between the calculated and simulated values results from the fact that the equations are developed for rods with constant cross-section while the needle tip is not. This makes the calculated distances always greater than the simulated ones. Another source of inaccuracy comes from the approximation of the status at the slot location. When calculating the distance for peak X displacements, the slot was approximated as a free end, while for valley X displacements, it was as a simply supported end. Actually, due to the front section of the needle, the slot location can't be entirely free or rotate as simply supported. The accuracy of the method will be further validated and evaluated in next section with microscopic measurement of vibration amplitude for needle prototypes used in insertion experiments.
VIBRATORY INSERTION EXPERIMENT
Measurement of Vibration Amplitude
To study the effects of needle tip vibration modes on insertion performance, four needle prototypes with one slot, together with a control needle without slots, were fabricated using micro-EDM [10] with the dimensions shown in Tab. 2. The four needles with slot were chosen based on Fig. 4 , where the X displacement at the needle tip increases from N6 to N12 and then decreases in N14 under 40 kHz excitation. They not only serve the purpose of insertion experiments, but also help to validate and evaluate the results of harmonic analysis and empirical method presented earlier in Section 3. To determine the effects of the compliant geometry on the tip motion of the needles and thus evaluate the results in Section 3, the displacements of the tips were measured using a Hirox KH-7700 Advanced 3D Digital Microscope. Images with a resolution of 1600 × 1200 pixels were captured for each needle with and without vibration applied. The motion of the tip was determined by the long-exposure "ghost images" [6] . Fig. 7(a) shows the needle tip of N12 without applied vibration, where the light-reflecting spots on surface textures are clear and sharp. Fig. 7(b) shows the same needle tip with applied vibration, where the light-reflecting spots become fuzzy areas. The displacement can be obtained by subtracting the size of the light-reflecting spots without applied vibration from the size of the fuzzy areas of the spots with applied vibration. The exposure time for the images was 8 ms. At 40 kHz frequency, this allowed for 320 cycles to be captured in each image, ensuring the capture of the full range of motion. The motion was recorded for the output end of the horn and each of the five needles used in this study. The results of measured X displacements are shown in Fig. 7 (c) together with the simulated results from harmonic analysis extracted from earlier Fig. 4 . The peak-peak motion amplitude at the end of the horn was 12.5 . Ideally, the control needle N0 should only have motion in the axial direction of the vibration. However, minor transverse vibration motion was still observed, which may be due to needle fabrication asymmetry and environment disturbance. The needles with slot had motion in both the axial direction and the transverse direction. As the distance between the tip and slot increases from N6 to N12, the transverse displacement also increases, followed by a drop in N14. This follows the overall trend of the results of harmonic analysis in Fig. 4 . The measured amplitudes are not exactly the same with those in simulation, which should be due to the difference between the Young's modulus and density of the actual needles and those used in simulation, as well as the damping in the actual system. Fig. 8(a) shows the setup for the tissue phantom experiment. A linear motion guide was utilized to insert the needle into tissue phantom at a constant rate. It was controlled by an Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller and a TB6600 stepper motor driver. A 50W 40 kHz ultrasonic transducer together with a horn was mounted to the slide on the linear motor to provide vibration during the tests. A strain gauge load cell (Lotoclub) of a capacity of 30 N was used to measure the force along the insertion direction, and it was attached to a support structure fixed on an adjacent table for vibration isolation. A 9V DC voltage was supplied to the strain gauge load cell, and an INA 125 instrumentation amplifier was used to amplify the gauge output with a gain of 604. A data acquisition system (National Instruments, USB-6002) and LabVIEW software were used to record the force data. A polyurethane sheet (M-F Manufacturing) with a Shore Hardness of 40A and a thickness of 1.588 mm was used here as an analog to human skin. A rotational structure was used to hold the testing medium which was clamped by two plates with screws. The plates had 12 aligned holes in them. By rotating the plates together with the phantom, a needle can pass through the phantom at 12 different locations. The five needles in Tab.2 were used in this study. The control needle N0 was inserted with and without applied vibration, while each of the other four needles with slots was inserted with an applied axial ultrasonic vibration of 40 kHz, resulting in six needle-vibration combinations. Five trials were conducted for each combination. The average velocity of insertion was set to a constant of 2 mm/s for all the trials, and the force data were collected for each trial with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. An example force-position plot is shown in Fig 8(b) , where three phases can be identified during the insertion process. In the first phase, the needle tip touches the skin phantom but no cutting or penetration occurs. The force is mainly caused by the elastic deformation of the skin phantom. In the second phase, the needle tip quickly cuts and punctures through the skin phantom, which is featured by a significant drop in the force. Since the deformation happened in a short time, the force fluctuates due to the elastic property of the load cell. In the third phase, the needle tip has exited the phantom skin. The force is mainly caused by the friction between the needle shaft and the inner surface of puncture hole. Two parameters were measured as needle performance indicators. The first parameter is the puncture force, which is the peak value of insertion force before it suddenly drops. It is the maximum force the phantom endures before penetration begins. The second parameter is the friction force in the third phase. Keeping these two parameters low is usually preferred.
Insertion Experiment
The results are shown in Fig. 9 (a) and 9(b), respectively. Compared to the control insertion with no vibration, the puncture force was reduced with applied vibration by 4.98% for the control needle N0, and by 7.21% and 16.75% for N6 and N14, respectively. The ANOVA F-test p-values were 0.001, 0.001 and 0.001 respectively. On the other hand, the puncture force was increased by 4.36% and 8.09% for N9 and N12, respectively. The ANOVA F-test p-values were 0.013 and 0.010, respectively. N14 had the lowest mean value of puncture force, and it was tested to be significantly lower than the puncture forces of other needles. By relating Fig. 9 and Fig. 7 , it seems that a small amplitude of transverse vibration was helpful to further reduce the puncture force. As the amplitude increased, since the polyurethane film was relatively tough, the cutting edges of the needle were not able to cut a larger incision opening directly as expected with just a few microns of transverse vibration. Instead, the increased transverse motion increased the transverse compressive force applied on the needle tip area, resulting higher resistant force. Moreover, the needle tip was not interacting with the testing medium with its best perpendicular orientation. Both of these would increase the puncture force, so some needles like N9 and N12 even had larger puncture force with applied vibration than N0 without applied vibration. As the polyurethane film was finally penetrated with a larger puncture force, a larger area around the needle tip was affected and a larger incision crack was formed. This explained why the needles with larger puncture forces tended to have lower friction forces, just like the four needles with slots.
The above analysis can be supported by measuring the incision cracks on the polyurethane sheet after the insertion experiment using microscopic camera. Fig. 10(a) and 10(b) shows two examples of the cracks, which were formed by N9 and N12, respectively. Fig. 10(c) shows the results of crack length of the needles. As predicted, a larger crack is associated with larger puncture force and lower friction force. It is also noticed that the standard deviation of N12 is much greater than other needles, indicating the formation of large cracks may be unstable. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the vibration study of a design of novel compliant needle proposed for vibrationassisted insertion in medical applications. Harmonic analysis was conducted to study how the slot parameters affect the vibration mode at the needle tip. The results of harmonic analysis revealed that the transverse vibration amplitude changed in a periodic manner as the slot moved away from the tip, resulting several local amplitude peaks and valleys to choose from for different applications. An empirical method was then developed to determine the slot locations which lead to maximum and minimum transverse amplitudes. The accuracy of the harmonic analysis and empirical method were evaluated and validated by actual amplitude measurement of selected needle prototypes. Vibrationassisted insertion experiment into polyurethane sheets was conducted to study the effects of needle tip vibration modes on insertion performance. The results of insertion experiment showed that axial vibration together with a proper level of transverse vibration (6 in this case) gave the best effect in force reduction for the tested polyurethane material which mimicked human skin. This paper provides useful practical guidelines for design and optimization of needles for vibration-assisted insertion in medical applications, and for improvement of insertion accuracy.
